
Step one

Grab a Plastic Card (like a credit card) as you’ll 
need this later for removing bubbles.



Make sure you’re applying your screen protector 
on a clean table in a dust-free environment.
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Step two

Flip the display back over and gently align the 
screen protector over your Display, make sure the 
espresso logo is on your RIGHT and the number 

 is facing up like in the picture.
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Sticker

IMPORTANT: Match the round corners from your 
screen protector to the round corners of your 
Display.

Fold the 3  over so that they 
secure the screen protector to the Display.

Guide Stickers

Grab the  from your sticker pack and 
half-stick it to the right hand side of the screen 
protector. Now you can lift the screen protector 
open like a page.

Lift Sticker

Grab the  from the cleaning pack 
and give your Display a good wipe.

Once clean, use the  from the cleaning 
pack to dry the alcohol on the screen.

Alcohol Wipe

Dry Cloth

Grab the  from the cleaning 
pack and remove the remaining dust by dabbing 
it on your Display

Dust Removal Sticker

Now with  (bottom of the screen 
protector), peel the inner clear film of your screen 
protector completely off to reveal the sticky side.

Sticker 1

Using your  to hold the screen 
protector, grab the plastic card you prepared 
earlier and remove any bubbles as you slowly 
bring the screen protector down.

Lift Sticker

Once the screen protector is fully applied to your 
Display, use your plastic card to remove any 
remaining bubbles by pressing them towards the 
edge of the Display.

Remove the  and the  
carefully and finally use the remaining  
to peel the blue film off the screen, leaving 
behind the screen protector.  

If any bubbles remain, feel free to use your 
plastic card once more to get them out.

Guide Stickers Lift Sticker
Sticker 2

NOTE: Don’t worry too much about the screen 
protector being perfect at this point. You can 
remove the bubbles once it’s completely stuck 
down on the Display.

Flip your Display over so that the back of it is 
facing up from the table. Grab the 
from your sticker pack and half-stick them along 
the TOP long edge of the Display, as pictured.
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